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Club Officers 

President  Dan McKinlay 49534249  Contact Officer  Cheryl Brodie 49552895 
Vice President Garry Hendicott 49440236  Walks Coordinator  Frances Eiteneuer 49576028 
Secretary  Kathy Cant 49522269  Assist Walks Coordinator Coral Morgan 49578474 
Treasurer  Cheryl Brodie 49552895  Newsletter Editor  Jenny Wooding 49440236 
Safety Officer KevinSmith 49696068  Publicity Officer  Rob Kollin 49512490 
Equipment Officer Garry Hendicott 49440236  Social Coordinator  Dan McKinlay 49534249

    
 

  

Future Events 
Grasstree Beach ……………………………………..….…………1st September 

The Lookouts ……………………………………………………….8th September 

Mt Toby…………………………………………………..………….15th September 

General Meeting …………………………..…...………...……….18th September 

Abseiling………………………………….……………...……..…22nd September 

The Leap …………………………………………...…..…………22nd September 

The Junction………………………………………………….…...29th September 

Denison Creek Camp………………………………………….. 5th – 7th October 

Mt Dalrymple to St Helens Creek………………………….25th – 27th January 
 

The Message Stick 
September 2013 

 
Mackay Bushwalkers’ Club Inc. PO Box 1313, Mackay, 4740 

Web: http://www.mackay.bwq.org.au  
Email: mackaybushwalkers@dodo.com.au 

 

 

 

Some of the 30  

People who 

Enjoyed the  

Trip to 

Sydney Heads 

It was 

Spectacular! 
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Key to Walks Grading System 
Distance   Terrain     Terrain 

 
S = short – under 5km 1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub  1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners 
M = medium – 5-10km 4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,  4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required 
L = long – over 10km Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling 8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only  
                                             8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock 
                                             Scrambling using hands, technical 
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Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks 
 

Grasstree to Mick Ready Beach 
Sunday 1st September 

Leader: Coral Morgan   49578474 
Depart: 7am 

Journey: 70km  $7 
Grade: M43 
Estimate Walking Time: 5 hours Total of all 
uphill sections: 100m Terrain: Beaches, rocky 

From the Editor 
August has been a month of varied and spectacular walks. Well done to all leaders. 
 
It must be noted that some walks may need to be limited in numbers due to the lack of availability of suitable 
vehicles.  
 
It was fantastic to catch up with Denis and Romaine a week or so ago when they were in town. They both are very 
happy with the move to Tasmania. Denis is enjoying exploring and bushwalking down there and the three of us 
who are cycling down to visit later in the year look forward to catching up with him and enjoying some walks 
together. 
 
At the next meeting ideas will be discussed (and hopefully a decision made) regarding the Christmas camp. Please 
come along if you have any suggestions or contact a committee member with your thoughts. 
 
On behalf of everyone in the club, I would like to extend our very best wishes to Edie and Bill for the transplant 
operation which will take place in a couple of weeks. We wish them both a speedy recovery and Edie we can’t wait 
to see you back in the bush with us. 
 

Our Publicity Officer is Rob Kollin 
robertskool@qld.chariot.net.au 

Please email Rob any photos you think would 
look good in the newspaper. 

All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before 
undertaking your walk. 

Items for the next newsletter should 
be sent to 

jennywooding@dodo.com.au 
prior to 25th September 
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headlands with trees and grass, rough roads 
and tracks with some steep sections. Expect: a 
sunny, thirsty day. 
Walking commences at Grasstree point. From 
here we follow the uninhabited coastline along 
the beach and over headlands to Mick Ready 
Beach. A walk across the sandy and stony 
beach and crossing of shallow tidal creek takes 
us to Victor Point for a view out to sea and an 
eyeful of Hay Point and waiting ships. 
The return will be via an inland route of dirt 
roads and tracks following a fenceline and 
pipeline. With a bit of luck it will be a fine, sunny 
spring day. No fresh water and NO icecream 
shops along the way. Carry your own food and 
water 

 
The Look-Out Walk 
Sunday  08/09/2013 

Leaders:  Eric Minger  ph 49533796 
                 Pam Faulkner ph 49533796 
Depart  7am.  (by arrangement) 
Journey  200 km.  $18.00 
Map Ref.  Mirani 591588 
Grade  M57 
Estimated walking time.  5 hours Total of all 
uphill.  200m Pace  moderate Terrain  Steep 
and very uneven Vegetation.  Rainforest. 
This picturesque walk from Broken River takes 
us to Catherines Lookout, Palms Lookout and 
several other un-named lookouts on the edge of 
the range of Eungella national park. Parts of the 
walk will roughly follow the old supply trail to the 
Diggings and we may see some of the old 
tapes which marked this route (a walk not 
undertaken by the club for quite some time).  In 
order to achieve the objectives of this journey 
all participants will need to be fit and able 
walkers in untracked rainforest. Numbers are 
limited so book early to be included. 
 

Mt Toby 
Sunday 15th September 

Leader: Chris Laidlow 
Co-leader: Therese Laidlow 49591782, 
0438591782 
Depart: 7am 
Journey: 80km $8.00 
Map Ref: Mirani 
Grade: S55 

Estimated walking time: 5 hours. Total of all 
uphill sections: TBA. Pace: moderate 
Terrain: uneven Vegetation: some 
rainforest,open forest, some thick scrub 
Expect: steep slopes, lantana, long grass, low 
tangly grasstrees, rockhopping, moonlighter. Mt 
Toby is just off Devereux Creek Road in the 
Mirani area. We are trying to seek permission to 
use some old firetrails to reach the summit, 
however, failing that, we will be following a 
creek bed up to an horizontal coal mine shaft 
and then we will summit Mount Toby. You will 
need your usual backpack as well as snacks 
and plenty of water for this walk. We would 
advise long pants or shorts with gaitors as there 
is some moonlighter and plenty of lantana in 
this area. Distance covered on the day will 
depend on walking conditions but we should get 
to the summit where we will have a good view 
of the Pioneer Valley. This walk is not suitable 
for beginners. 
 
Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm 

Wednesday 18th September 
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and 
Community Support Association Centre 60 
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and 
visitors welcome. Induction by Dan and Jenny 
 

The Leap- Abseiling 
Sunday 22nd  September 

 
Leader: Steven Morgan
 (4954 0037, 0418 882 817) 
Depart: 7:00am 
Journey: 50km $5.00 
Map Ref: Mirani 635310 (AGD 66) 
Grade: S86 
 
Estimated walking time: 2 hours Total of all 
uphill sections: 200m Pace: average Terrain: 
very uneven terrain Vegetation: scrub Expect: 
some steep slopes, some rockhopping, steep 
scrambles, loose rocks. 
 
The above grading information only applies to 
the walk to the abseiling site. This abseiling day 
will be conducted at the “beginner’s drop” and 
will be suitable for people who have not 
abseiled before. This abseil is about 20m and 
there are lovely views from our site looking 
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across the valley towards Mt Dalrymple.  All 
equipment is provided except gloves. 
Participants are requested to bring their own 
pair of leather gloves.  Gardening/rigging gloves 
are suitable.  You must book with Steven 
Morgan if you wish to participate in this activity.  
Abseilers will be asked to contribute $20 each 
towards the cost of equipment used. 
 

The Leap Walk 
Sunday 22nd September. 

Leader: Coral Morgan   49578474 
Please phone the leader for more information 
about this walk which is being offered for those 
who don’t wish to abseil. 
 

The Junction 
Sunday 29th September 

Leader: Coral Morgan   49578474 
Depart: 7am 
Journey: 140km  $14 
Map Ref: Mirani  695708 
Grade: M87 
Walking Time: 6 hours  Total of uphill: 550m 
Terrain: Rugged Rainforest Expect: Steep 
climbs and scrambles, serious rockhopping and 

creek crossings, wait-a-while, leeches and good 
swimming holes. 
We refer to the spot above the Wheel of Fire on 
Finch Hatton Creek where the “left hand 
branch” comes in as “the Junction”. A steep 
climb up the hill off track is necessary to access 
this impressive spot. After some rockhopping 
and another steep climb we can make it to the 
top of Doolamai then back to the cars by way of 
overgrown track. There will be great 
opportunities for swimming. You will need to be 
prepared to complete the entire walk as this is a 
round trip. 
 
 

Mt Dalrymple – St Helens Creek 
Saturday – Monday 25th – 27th  January2014 

 

Leader: Steven Morgan
 (4954 0037, 0418 882 817) 
 

This is early notice of this walk so that those 
who have it on their “must do list” can mark it on 
their calendars now.  The usual walk up to Mt 
Dalrymple, then 2 days of solid rock hopping 
following the creek to Cameron’s Pocket.  Full 
details as the date gets closer. 

 

Previous Activities 

Sydney Heads 
4 August 2013 

 

What takes nearly seven years and thirty people to complete? 
A return to Sydney Heads, that’s what. 
Many have been the times I have stood and looked up at it from various landmarks around Homevale in 
the intervening years and said, “Gotta get back up there one day”. So we did. 
 
Thirty people!  I hear you exclaim. Must have been a nightmare to organise and tearfully slow you might 
think. But you would be wrong, we couldn’t have had a better day, I’ve never seen such a well behaved 
gaggle of bushwalkers. 

Ably assisted by Jenny wielding a cattle prod and communication 
device at the rear, we strung out across the 1.2km’s of bush 
between the cars and Sydney Heads. 
We landed smack bang at the base of the scree slope up to the 
Heads, although it was hard to recognise due to all the vegetation 
that has now covered it over the years. 
 
By smoko we were happily sitting on top admiring the views to the 

West after having successfully scrambled all 30 smiling victims up the scree, carefully dodging all the 
hazards along the way. 
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Only by the promise of even better views up on the Northern peak were we able to tear everyone away 
from the view we already had. A short bash through some vegetation and scramble up a rock face saw 
us at the edge of the Northern cliff face. This is my favourite part simply because you can sit and dangle 
your legs over the edge of the sheer vertical cliff. Don’t let Francis see you doing it though because it 
makes her nervous. 
 
I won’t even attempt to describe the views because I am not a 
good enough writer to do them justice. Let me just say I heard a 
lot of “wows!” accompanied by a flurry of finger pointing at things 
in the distance. If you weren’t there, then you really ought to have 
been, that’s all I can say.  
 
It was here that some wanted to stay, content to soak up the atmosphere in bliss. The rest of us (25 in 
all) decided to make a mad dash across the top to the highest peak at the southern end of the heads. 
By now half the skin was hanging off my arms from bashing through the vegetation up front, so I was 
happy when the two new young fellers Jayden and Tim acted as scouts and D9 dozers for me. 
 

We got across in record time, sitting happily on the high point 
having lunch overlooking the Marling Spikes. In the distance we 
could see some really strange people jumping around waving 
their arms on the Northern Peak. Are they mad? Don’t they 
know there is a cliff edge right behind them? 
 
Eventually and reluctantly it was time to go. Coral brought the 
Northern Group down by radio control and we all met up again 
at the bottom of the scree. 

All that remained was to stroll back to the cars. It must have been a great day because I could still hear 
people talking and laughing behind me. 
 
After completing this walk on such a spectacular day and in such fine style, one has to wonder why we 
waited so long to treat ourselves to the experience. 
Maybe we shouldn’t wait so long before the next visit? 
 
Garry 
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Valley of the Caves Camp  
10 & 11 August 

 
A cool week end awaited the 14 campers who turned out for this activity.  We drove to Crediton and 
then in the direction of the Denham Range camp.  Even this section would have been impossible for a 
conventional vehicle, but then we turned off onto the Mt Bryden track and the going got even more 
serious.  Four hours after we left town we eventually arrived at a camp site on the upper reaches of 
Rocky Dam Creek.  Not being as familiar with this area as mother, I was expecting a poor camp site 
beside the track.  Instead, we stumbled across a lovely area beside a water hole in Rocky Dam Creek.  
The hole was clean and deep enough for a swim. 

 
After the long drive, we decided to set up camp and have lunch before 
any walking.  In the afternoon we set up Rocky Dam Creek to the 
junction at 612378 (all grid references are AGD 66) and then took the 
right hand branch and followed it up past other small tributaries to a 
junction at 604372.  Along this route we caught glimpses of the 
surrounding cliffs.  We followed this side junction for a short distance 
and then left the creek to find a vantage point.  It didn’t take long and 
we had views of the surrounding country.  At this point the group split 

with some descending directly to the creek to head back to camp and the rest of us continuing along the 
cliff lines to find what we could.   
 
Very soon we found ourselves in under an overhang several metres high and deep and perhaps 10 
metres long.  We followed further around the cliff line but ended up in steep country and had no choice 
but to back track and find a route to the top of the ridge (past a bee hive hanging underneath another 
small overhang).  We drifted east across the ridge, crossed a gully and then descended back to the 
creek system and to camp. 
 
Did I mention cool!.  Although I have experienced colder camps on numerous occasions, the night was 
still quite fresh, getting down to 4 degrees.  In the evening, we sat around a “cosy source of warmth” 
and surprise surprise Lyall pulls out an electric guitar and amplifier from somewhere and Clive joined in 
for vocals for some golden hits from the 60’s. 
 
On Sunday morning, we again split into two groups.  One group with 
mother at the navigational helm headed for Mutiny Rock.  The rest of 
us retraced our steps from Saturday and then headed further up the 
creek system to break out over the high peak of 934m and then further 
west to a vantage point on the western end of Diamond Cliffs looking 
out over the vast plains towards Glenden and to the south.  Our 
vantage point faced west, so we didn’t get a full view of the Mt Britton 
area.  Sydney Heads and Marling Spikes were out of view.  We then 
did some “knob hopping” from one vantage point to another, not wanting to hurry while taking in some 
superlative views, not only to the west but also down into the Pioneer Valley, and to the north.  One of 
our knobs had a cleft with a top entrance which beckons to be abseiled just for the heck of it.  (597371)  
We were back at camp by 2:00pm after having strolled around a really stunning circuit of rocky 
outcrops. 
 
In the end, we didn’t find the legendary “valley of the caves”.  Perhaps they are still out there for another 
trip.  Perhaps the memory of them has become embellished over time.  At some time in the future, 
though, I’ll be back for another look. 
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Mother wanted to explore other roads, so after packing we headed back 
and checked the Denham Range camp, and then headed towards the road 
that goes into the Lost Rock and Migaloo areas.  This was some serious 
four wheel drive work, and I even managed to end up with one front wheel 
of the Patrol dangling over a 2 metre vertical embankment.  Some not so 
willing volunteers and a bit of a push and I was out with no harm done, but 
there were a few white faced passengers. 

 
This whole area really presents a problem.  There are some really first class walks here, but the travel 
time from town even when the roads are trafficable is so long that they are out of reach for day walks.  
And at their best the roads are only suitable for four wheel drives.  When the roads are not in good 
condition, it is either serious four wheel driving if not impassable. 
 
All I can say is that whenever there is an opportunity with vehicle owners and drivers brave enough to 
head into this area, make sure you get a seat. 
Steve 

Mt Bryden 
10th & 11th August 

The weekend out near Mt Bryden was almost a native orchid lover’s paradise.  Almost, because 

although we saw a variety of orchids most were in bud, not flower.  A week or two later would have been 

spectacular.  The Dendrobiums we saw were:  heaps of the Iron Bark orchids (Dendrobium aemulum)in 

the open forest.  The she-oaks lining the lower wider creek near the camp site housed King Orchids 

(Dendrobium speciosum) and tangled knotted tendrils of Tongue Orchid (Dendrobium linguiforme).  

Along the upper, more sheltered areas of the creek which twisted between the rugged ridges and cliffs 

were heaps of pencil orchids, one of which had several open flowers , with long, thin cream petals that 

are unlike the smaller flowers on the pencil orchids that grow naturally around my place.  Perched on 

rocks and trees were more King Orchids, Rock Violets and another Dendrobium that I think was 

Dendrobium gracillimum.  On a rock in the middle of the gully near a spindly tree housing  a fine 

specimen of a Spider Orchid (Dendrobium tetagonum) was my favourite orchid species of all time.  It 

was a small cluster of Sarcochilus ceciliae.  This tiny plant whose leaves are only about 8cm by 1cm 

can grow a flower stalk of up to 20cm with a dozen or so pink to red flowers each about 6mm.   

Unfortunately it wasn’t in flower or even in bud. 

Up on the grassy open forested slopes of the northern and western sides of the Diamond Cliffs we were 

rewarded with several sightings a spring flowering terrestrial species called Caladenia carnea.  They are 

recognisable by their small pink flowers which have one vertical petal and the other four arranged like a 

fan below.  We also saw another terrestrial with bluish coloured flowers, perhaps another Caladenia 

species.  Under some of the grasstrees almost hidden amid the rocks were colonies of small green 

heart shaped leaves which were purple underneath.   I suspect these were a Corybas, but due to the 

absence of flowers were difficult to identify as the Sunday before at Sydney Heads we found similar 

leaves with evidence of seed pods and these had been identified as an Acianthus or Mosquito Orchids. 

We will have to go back to the same area next year, but in early to mid September to fully appreciate 
the diversity of orchids in bloom.  Particularly since the walking is so easy in that area. 
Kerry Morgan 
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Freshwater Point 
18th August 2013 

A beautiful, sunny, winter’s day saw 12 of us heading off down to 
Freshwater Point.  We managed to get oursevles in the middle of a long 
truck convoy, which made for slow progress until they all turned into the 
Sarina Showgrounds.  Once at Freshwater Point we commenced walking 
through the built up area and down to the boat ramp, then turning onto the 
deeply rutted, but mostly dry, track. 
 Morning tea was enjoyed on top of the small but steep hill, with fabulous 
views south.  Mt Funnel was clearly visible.  We followed the track again  

for a short while until we scrambled down to the rocky foreshore near the Pandanus palms.  Along the 
foreshore the prickly pear was fruiting prolifically but the fruit was just not quite ripe enough to eat.  The 
Ochrosia seeds were very colourful, but the small Erythrina tree with its nasty thorns was strikingly 
beautiful with its flamboyant red flowers.  Everyone with a camera couldn’t resist taking many photos of 
it.  
 We decided on an early lunch under the shade of the usual big tree, however after a while in the shade 
it began to cool down, and we were off again up to Turtle Lookout. No turtles there, and the whale I had 

ordered didn’t show up either, but the views were great.   As the 
tide was low and still on the way out, we decided to continue 
walking around the headlands, rocky foreshores and small sandy 
beaches back to the cars, instead of the usual route along the 
tracks.  Lupa collected lots of shells for her daughter, I found a 
good buoy and Peter found just the perfect polystyrene container – 
things that can “always come in useful one day”. 
We did a short detour to Armstrong’s Beach on the way home.  

The beach there is not very appealing at low tide, but the sight of 30-40 Radjah Shelducks (aka 
Burdekin Ducks) was fair compensation. We were back in Mackay by 3pm. 
Thanks to all who accompanied me on this short, easy but enjoyable walk. 
Penny McMahon 
 

Teamdeavour Loop  
Sunday 25th August. 

Thirteen people turned up for thirteen kilometres of bushwalking 
through some really pretty terrain on a gorgeous day. This walk has 
lots of variety on offer. We walked along the edges of Teemburra 
creek before turning and following Endeavour creek. Endeavour 
Creek was calm and peaceful with very clear water and lots of bottle 
brush out in flower. It was pleasant walking beside this section of the 
creek which we haven’t explored 

before. After following the creek for a couple of kilometres we left it to 
follow an old road a short distance before bushbashing across to 
Teemburra Creek. We were very capably led to a long water fall 
which ended in a lovely, deep and clear pool. From here we crossed 
to the beach on the big water hole. We enjoyed a long lunch break 
and 3 of us braved the water for a swim while others dozed in the 
sun. Afterwards we rock hopped back to the cars. 
Mention must be made of the birdlife seen and heard on the day – It was a bird lover’s paradise. 
Thanks Garry for a fantastic walk. 
Jenny  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 


